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Waking up the

 WILD 
WEST
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Holbrooke Hotel
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Sitting atop my private balcony at the two-story Holbrooke Hotel 
(the tallest building in sight), I imagine the road below !lled 
with outlaws, cowboys, and rebellious youth that once pulled 

up stools at the saloon across the street. I"m in the Wild West, though 
the complimentary wine I"m sipping has put me in a rather serene 
state. I"m holed up in the Presidential Suite, which, I later learn, 
has actually slept !ve presidents. Psychics, ghost hunters, and gold 
rush junkies alike share my fondness for this destination, in search 
of all that is peculiar about these unforgotten Gold Rush towns.

Santa Barbara"s very own Acme Hospitality recently undertook 
an authentic remodel of its two historic boutique hotels, the 
Holbrooke and National Exchange, respectively located in Grass 
Valley and Nevada City, California. #ese charming towns appear 
to have jumped out of a Western movie set, but in reality they"ve 
barely changed since the 1850s. A walk through old town is a 
fortuitous juxtaposition of scenes from the present and past. 
Crystal shops stand next to gluten-free bakeries, the antiquated 
Del Oro theatre presents the latest Spiderman $ick. Usually a sun-
chasing traveler, I embrace a newfound appreciation for the poetry 
of crisp air, tall trees, and lights glowing brighter against a gray sky.

#e Holbrooke Hotel is designed with 
painstaking attention to century-old 
details, without skimping on modern 
luxury. History quite literally seeps from 
the exposed brick walls—a QR code 
setup is being planned for visitors to enjoy 
self-guided tours through the properties. 
Lucky for us, we get a personal tour 
from resident historian Anthony Jones.

%We"re docents !rst, everything else 
second,& he remarks as we stroll the halls, 
stopping to point out everything from 
Mark Twain"s old room to where multiple 
ghost hauntings (beware Room 15') have 
occurred. Acme"s three-year remodel 
has produced an environment more 
authentic to the ethos of the era than 
perhaps the era itself. #e wooden frame 
of the Golden Gate Saloon, imported 
from Italy, predates the Golden Gate 
bridge. Black and white photographs of 
stallions with their owners hang in the 
Purcell Carriage House, which formerly 
sheltered the horses of Wells Fargo Bank. 
#ese are the stomping grounds of a 
young President Hoover, who pushed ore 
carts as a teenager in the mining town.

“ACME’S THREE-YEAR REMODEL has 
produced AN ENVIRONMENT MORE 

AUTHENTIC to the ETHOS of THE ERA  
THAN perhaps THE ERA ITSELF.”

Golden Gate Saloon at Holbrooke Hotel
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Downstairs libations pour a-plenty at the Iron 
Door, a former speakeasy whose thick metal doors 
functioned to keep stragglers out of the gold mines. 
My mind wanders…could my own precious discovery 
lie buried on the other side( Post tour we take a 
siesta on the balcony, cheersing North Yuba 2020 
Cecelia and testing chocolates as a light appetizer.

#e Holbrooke"s menu is nuanced, cra)ed with Mexican 
$air. To embrace the masculine, rugged spirit of the 
hotel I stray from my usual fruity cocktail and opt 
for a Winter in the Rye. It"s strong and bold, like the 
Wild West. Mouthwatering birria with achiote rice 
provides hearty $avor, paired with a local pear salad 
and $avorful side of warmed olives and almonds. 
Dessert is a decadent, spongy slice of tres leches topped 
with an intriguing layer of tangy maroon dust. %Is it 
raspberry(& we ask the waitress as she returns. We"ve 
never had anything like it. %Hibiscus powder& she 
winks. Last at the Golden Gate Saloon bar, we toast 
champagne to the rediscovery of NorCal"s roots.

In the morning we pack our bags, the so) light begging 
us to pull up one last stool for a helping of Chorizo and 
Potatoes, and the chef "s take on Huevos Rancheros with 
refried cranberry beans. All of an eight-minute drive 
later, we"ve arrived at our next Gold Rush town, our 
lingering hours before check-in naturally spent with a 
tasting at Nevada City Winery. Mindful to save room 
for dinner, we polish o* our glasses and arrive at the 
Holbrooke"s Victorian sister, the National Exchange.

During our next rendezvous with tour guide Anthony, 
he explains that the hotel is dubbed the %exchange& 
for its past lives as both a post o+ce and bank, and 
now operates in an exchange with the public as a 
historical museum. Adorned with luxurious golds and 
dark $orals, this property is a nod to the frisky yet 

enigmatic side of the Gold Rush"s female !gures. #e 
hotel is quite literally regarded as a %dame,& evident in 
regards to the red velvet upholstery and moody lighting 
that accompanies quirky portraits of 1850s theatre 
women. #e goal with respect to the National"s spirit 
is notoriety rather than esteem, a celebration of those 
who dared to be di*erent…consider Lola restaurant"s 
namesake: provocateur Eliza Gilbert, alias Lola Montez.

Lola"s daring persona is embodied in the plush deep teal 
of the dining room and dark allure of the National Bar, 
cra)ed from golden radiators that equipped the original 
rooms. Our decadent French-inspired feast is nothing 
short of exquisite. We dip our rolls in French onion soup, 
smear radishes with salted butter, and spy pro!teroles 
on the dessert menu. Standouts include the buttery thin 
Beef Carpaccio, as suggested by the chef—dotted with 
tangy mustard seed, rosemary cream, and pomegranate, 
the dish is a gastronomic delight. Ricotta pappardelle 
with fresh sage is followed by Coq Au Vin Blanc, an 
umami pleasure with $avors of chanterelle, lardons, 
pearl onion, and sweet potato in a light white wine sauce. 
Figuring one dessert is insu+cient, the chef emerges 
with three plates. Chocolate tart, cheesecake, and 
pro!teroles wash down easily with a glass of Lillet Blanc.

More cocktails are downed at the National Bar, where 
I imagine locals of Nevada City"s Gold Rush stopping 
for a drink or a drag at their favorite watering hole. Egg 

“Adorned with luxurious golds and 
dark florals, this property is a nod 
to the frisky yet enigmatic side of 
the Gold Rush’s female figures.”

white foam tops the Hawthorne, a refreshing cocktail of lemon 
and ginger rum. We warm up with a Queen Anne, a tea-infused 
brandy drink that could cure any winter blues. We tuck away to our 
room, sneaking past the golden opulence of the Grand Lounge.

Morning arrives a little too quickly, signaling the end of 
our stay. Tricking myself into the necessity of consuming 
more rich food, the only natural choice for breakfast is 
the Croque Madame, drowned in the best béchamel I"ve 

ever had. Fingerlings with aioli and a glazed blueberry 
scone with lemon curd escort our main dishes until they, 
too, have disappeared. My de!nition of a perfect morning.

#e mischievous heart and spirit of the Wild West, we"ve 
learned, belongs to everyone. It"s a place where prospectors 
once became rich, and where the modern-day adventurer 
can no doubt reinvent themselves as they cross the 
threshold of the saloon. Until next time, Gold Country. ,
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The Grand Lounge at National Exchange 

thenationalexchangehotel.com / holbrooke.com
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